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o  A factor 10 better in sensitivity than current instruments
o  Wider energy range coverage, wider field of view,

      substantially better angular and energy resolution

Low-energy section:
- 4  x 23 m tel. (LST)
- FOV: 4-5 degrees
energy threshold of a few tens of GeV

Core-energy array:
- 23 x 12 m tel. (MST)
- FOV: 7-8 degrees
mCrab sensitivity in the 
100 GeV–10 TeV domain

High-energy section:
- 32 x 5-6 m tel. (SST)
- FOV: ~10 degrees
10 km2 area at multi-TeV energies

(one) possible configuration 
for Southern site
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- Different number of LST, MST 
  and SST telescopes 
- Different spacing 
- Same cost 

All lead to different sensitivities

Bernlöhr et al., arxiv:1210.3503
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o  Particle dark matter searches 
–  Dwarf galaxy satellites 
–  Galaxy clusters
–  Galactic halo

o  Lorentz invariance violation

o  Axion like particles 
[Others exotics : magnetic monopoles, tau neutrinos, gravitational 
waves]

Not all covered here, 
for more details, see Doro et al. arxiv:1208.5356
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Astrophysics
→ modelling required for 
    the DM distribution 
    in the object  

Particle Physics : 
o  Cross sections
o  Branching ratios
o  Differential photon yield
o  DM particle mass

This leads to continuum spectra with a cut-off at the DM mass
[Mono-energetic line signal but loop-suppressed]
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•  DM density profile matters … 
•  Astrophysical background matters as well
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Galactic Centre
o  Proximity (~8kpc)
o  Possibly high DM 
      concentration :
      DM profile : core? cusp?
o  High astrophysical 
      bck / source confusion 

Galaxy satellites of the Milky Way
o  Many of them within the 100 kpc from GC
o  High M/L
o  Low astrophysical background

Aquarius, Springel et al.  Nature 2008 

Substructures in 
the Galactic halo
o  Lower signal
o  Cleaner signal 
      (once found)

Galactic halo
o  Large statistics
o  Galactic diffuse 

background 

Also galaxy 
clusters
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o  Choice of targets will be limited by the CTA site
     - southern site: Sculptor, Carina
     - northern site: Draco, Ursa Minor, Segue 1, Willmann 1, … 
o  Halo modelling: parameter profiles using Jean’s analysis of stellar line-of-sight 

velocities 
o  Both cusp/core DM halo profiles are considered
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Classical 
dwarf


 

Ultra-faint 
dwarf

Most promising 
dwarf candidates
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Sculptor
100 hrs, 5σ, 10-5 sr
100% bbar

o  Array layout impacts on sensitivity
o  Dependence on the DM profile
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No boost assumed here

Array B : « low-E » array
Array E: balanced array 
Array C : « high-E » array
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100 hrs, 5σ
10-5 sr

Sculptor
100 hrs, 5σ, 10-5 sr
100% bbar

o  Array layout impacts on sensitivity
o  Dependence on the DM profile
o  Dependence on the assumed annihilation spectrum
o  Improvement minimal wrt current IACTs, but analysis here not optimized 

for these objects
Need boost of at least 10-100 to reach thermal relic cross section   
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thermal DM

Array E

No boost assumed here No boost assumed here
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Largest gravitationally bound objects 1014 – 1015 Msun 
o  About 80% of their mass is made by DM but complex object 
o  Most recent structures to form
o  N-body simulations predict unmerged substructures in the DM host halo
→ may potentially significantly boost the expected gamma-ray flux

o  CR-induced emission expected  



DM emission contributions from substructures
o  may be impressive : up to a factor 1000
o  can be very extended:  a few degrees 
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PERSEUS and FORNAX

CR
only

DM
only

DM and CR emissions have
o  different spatial feature
o  different spectral feature

→ Total annihilation flux comparable 
     with dwarf galaxies if substructures 
     are included
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5σ
Hadronic CR model from Pinzke et al. 2011

100 h, bbar 

BF=580 from Pinzke et al. 2011
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Galactic center obvious target for DM 
searches, but crowded region
o  Galactic halo at relatively short distance 

from GC is well-defined
o  HESS envisaged a strategy: 

Abramowski+, et al. PRL 106 (2011)

→ Avoid sky regions with strong astrophysical gamma ray signals
→ Focus at the same time on regions with an expectedly large DM density

Search region : 45-150 pc around GC, Galactic plane excluded
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o  Observation strategies:
    - ON-OFF method: more sensitive but     
       less robust control of background
    - Ring Background
o  DM profile: Einasto from Aquarius    
                      simulation


GC position

Pointing 
position

Bck region

Signal region

Sensitivity curve below thermal relic <σv> 

100 h  100 h 
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o  Sensitivity
o  Energy threshold: more photons per 

annihilation
o  Energy resolution : spectral features 

and discrimination with astrophysical 
sources

o  FoV and angular resolution: 
    morphology

o  Flexible observation modes
o  Survey program

- Galactic plane 
- a quarter of the sky

       → Promising for wide-field searches
            of Galactic DM subhalos


Very deep field

Deep field
~1/3 of telescopes

Monitoring
4 telescopes

Survey mode:
large regions of 
the sky at current 
sensitivity
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o  CTA will observe several tens of AGNs
→ farthest AGNs due to lower energy threshold
→ flares with denser time bin resolution thanks to sensitivity
→ flares with larger energy lever arm


o  And hopefully stonger and longer flares, GRBs  
o  With a population of flaring AGNs, we can do more fundamental physics
 

Cosmology:  EBL / IGMF

Observable effects
 - Pair halo
 - Spectral distortion
 - Large time delays between prompt and reprocessed photons
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o  Improvement expected from increase of statistics/ broader energy lever arm


o  Different types of sources required to disentangle source effects from 
propagation effects

Energy dependence of the dispersion relation of photons
      → For IACTs, search for photon energy dependent time lag 

Test case of PKS 2155:
a flare of 120 s duration is needed
to test Planck scale effet
… a factor a a few faster than the one 
observed by HESS
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o  expected to convert in magnetic field 
o  attenuation or enhancement in the flux
o  spectral distortion

Sensitivity competitive to CAST/ADMX for low axion masses

Simulation of a 5 h CTA observation of a 
4C + 21.35 flare 5 times more intense than 
the one recorded by MAGIC
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Primordial black holes:     Magnetic monopoles:  
flaring events       peculiar images

Cosmic-ray electrons     Heavy nuclei


etc

Whipple
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o  Standard astrophysics is the foundation for recognizing new fundamental physics

o  CTA has good prospects to reach natural value of cross section for masses 
above a few hundreds of GeV 
- Dwarf galaxies: need a boost of 10 to 100 
- Galaxy clusters: competitive with dwarf galaxies if substructures included
- Galactic halo: best CTA prospects


o  Optimized prospect papers on various targets underway
    Link with direct detection experiments and accelerators

o  Test of cosmology

-  Extra background light (EBL) 
-  Intergalactic magnetic field (IGMF)

o   Propagation of gamma rays over cosmological distances
-  Test of Lorentz invariance
-  Search for axion-like particles (ALP)
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For more details, see Bernlöhr et al., arxiv:1210.3503

LST
MST

SST

background and 
systematics limited 

background limited 

rate (=area) limited 

for detection in each 0.2-decade energy band

(one possible layout


